
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

United Nations Will Effect Every Person On Earth! 

United Nations, A New World Order!  

 

United Nation Eliminate Private Property! 

 

United Nations Population Control (Reduction)! 

 

United Nations Controlling Americas Public Education! 

 

United Nations  and a False Religion! 



America.  
From the beginning of mankind, there has never been a greater nation on 
earth, giving hope, prosperity, and freedom to all those who came to the 
shores of this great nation. Why, simply, America was built upon Biblical 
principles.  
 In just 200 years, America prospered more than all the other nations 
around the world over a 5,000 year period. 
 
 At one time, America was the leading country in most every field of 
academics. Today, we are rated about 60 from the top. In the State of 
California, compared to the other 50 states, California is rated 48 from the 
top. 
 
 America is being attack from all fronts. We have the highest divorce rate of 
an country in the world. Our schools are under attack, many students can 
not read their Diplomas when they graduate from high school. Our 
Christian heritage is under attack. Our home and property is under attack. 
 
Farmers in Northern California have been fighting the environmentalist for 
years to keep their farms. In central California, the farmers have had to  
plow up hundreds of acres of Orchards, because they were not able to get 
water, because of some (extinct) fish. 
 
 In California, Oregon, and Washington,  the timber Industry has been 
under attack for more than 40 years. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Declaration_independence.jpg


• Richard Nixon 

 

• In 1970, Nixon created the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and began operation on 
December 2, 1970, after Nixon signed an 
executive order. 

•  It was said at that time, that the EPA would 
become one of the most dangerous, most 
powerful and the most Un-constitutional 
organizations ever created by the federal 
government. The environmentalist are 
sometimes referred to as the “Watermelon 
environmentalist” [Green on the outside, and 
red on the inside]. 

       The Nixon Administration created the Ten 
Federal Regencies to control the 50 states, and 
he opened the gates to Red China, look what we 
have today. 

 

• Nixon was a member of the Council on Foreign 
Relation , (CFR) a subversive organization that 
works to destroy the sovereignty of nations. 



The Spotted Owl 

 

1971, The Oregon Forest Practices Act was passed, the first of its 
kind in the United States. 

1973, Statewide land use planning is approved. Congress passed the  

 Endangered Species Act. 

1975, No large area of timber in the state could be worked on, used 
as sustained yield basis. 

1976, The National Forest Management Act passed. 

1979, The northern spotted owl, was given special habitat 
protection. 

1986, The USDA Forest Service released guidelines for the northern 
spotted owl. 

1987, Fire burned 245,000 acres of timber worth an estimated 
$97.3. The 

forest service can no longer control underbrush, or old growth 
management. 

1989, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed the northern spotted 
owl as a 

threatened species in Washington, Oregon, and northern California. 

1995, The US Fish and Wildlife Service approves the Habitat 
Conservation 

Plan…to provide protection for the habitat…for federal land.  

 

The efforts of the environmentalists have cost the timber industry 
over 30,000 jobs, and still counting. 

 



U.S. Logging Industry 

• Starting in the 1970’s, Environmentalist targeted the lumber industry 
across the United States. Thousands of logging Companies and 
sawmills were forced out of business. People lost their homes, farms, 
businesses, and yes, and great number of towns also disappeared 
from the landscape. After the damage was done, it was later learned 
that the Barred Owl was the one that drove off the spotted owl, 
because it was a larger species. But the damage had already been 
done, but the environmentalist would have found something else to 
use for their agenda.  

 

• In 1993, those who were promoting (NAFTA) North American Free 
Trade Agreement, told the American people the NAFTA would save the 
American people 2 million jobs, when in fact, NAFTA created the loss 
of over 7 million jobs. 

 

• October 30, 2003. The Contra Costa Times reported, up to 14 million 
jobs…are at risk of being shipped overseas. 

 

• In December of 2003, the Christian Science Monitor reported, the US 
economy has slowly shifted toward service jobs, factory jobs have 
been steadily lost – in fact, in just the past 39 months, some 2.8 
million jobs have vanished. 

 

• The question we should ask ourselves, are this things happening by 
accident, or, is their a master plan for this turmoil in our country? 



 

• Private Property Rights 
 

• The UN has deemed commercial agriculture unsustainable 
and has used tax dollars and local supervisors to re-zone, 
re-shape, and prohibit land use for local agriculture or 
building that is not approved by their bio-diversity plan of 
limit human habitation – all in the name of saving the 
planet. 

 

•  This is one way how they are forcing people to leave 

their farms. Another way is not repairing county roads. 
 

             Since the early 1970s there has been a systematic and 
deliberate effort to destroy private property rights in 
America through the warm and fuzzy goal of sustainable 
development. 

 

 
 



 

             Prior to the passage of the Federal Reserve 
Act in 1913, President Wilson published a 
book called, The New Freedom, in which he 
revealed, “Since I entered politics, I have 
chiefly had men’s views confide to me 
privately. Some of the biggest men in the 
U.S., in the field of commerce and 
manufacturing, are afraid of somebody, are 
afraid of something. They know that there 
is a power somewhere so organized, so 
subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so 
complete, so pervasive, that they had 
better not speak above their breath when 
they speak in condemnation of it.” 
 



 

Adam Weishaupt  

• Founder of the “Illuminati” May 1st, 1776.  

• This is why the Communist always celebrated 
May day, May 1st. 

• I believe it was an act from God on how Adam 
Weishaupt’s plan to set up a World 
Government was discovered.  (Explain) 

 

      His plan to control the world: 

• Abolish all ordered governments. 

• Abolish private property 

• Abolish patriotism 

• Abolish the family 

• Abolish religion 

• A global population of 500 million 

• Creation of a world government 
 



 

 
• Karl Marx 

 
• Born 1800 – 1890 
• Karl Marx, was a member of the Illuminati.  
• The first and forth plank of the Communist Maifesto is to 

eliminate private property. 
 

• Ten Planks of the Communist Manifesto. 
 

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land 
to public purpose. 

2. A heavy progressive or graduated income tax. 
3. Abolition of all right of inheritance. 
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels. 
5. Centralisation of credit in the hands of the state, by means of a 

national bank with State capital and an exclusive monopoly. 
6. Centralisation of the means of communication and transport in 

the hands of the State. 
7. Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by 

the State; the bringing into cultivation of Waste-lands, and the 
improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a 
common plan. 

8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of industrial armies, 
especially for agriculture.  

9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; 
gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country, 
by a more equitable distribution of the population over the 
country. 

10. Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of 
children’s factory labor in its present form and combination of 
education with industrial.  

 
• We have adopted all ten planks of the Communist Manifesto. 

 



Purchased the UN Property 

 

• John D. Rockefeller, III, presents a check in the amount 
of $8,5000,000 to Trygve Lie of Norway, was the first 
Secretary General of the United Nations. The money is 
to purchase the land on Manhattan Island which will 
house the U.N. building. 

 

• He had been a high-ranking member of Norway’s 
Social Democratic Labor Party, an offshoot of the early 
Communist International. He detailed in his 1954 book. 
In the Case of Peace, to his astonishment learned the 
U.S. had agreed during the founding of the UN would 
always have a “Soviet national” as the UN’s 
Undersecretary for Political and Security Council 
Affairs.  This post is charged by the UN with jurisdiction 
over all military affairs for the world organization.  
 



m 

 

 

 Alger Hiss 
 
Alger Hiss top US official in our state 
department, who served as the first  Secretary 
General of the UN founding conference at San 
Francisco in 1945, was later exposed as a Soviet 
spy, convicted of perjury (he lied to a grand jury 
while being questioned about his communist 
activities), and was sent to prison for two 
consecutive five year periods, but only served44 
months of his ten years. 
 
Alger Hiss was a member of the (CFR) Council on 
Foreign Relations, a globalist organization, to 
build a socialist one world government.  

 
The first (14) Secretary Generals of the United 
Nations, were all Communist. 
 
American’s have had six Presidents that were 
members of the CFR. 



United Nations Conference 1976 

  

 The United Nations Conference on Human 
Settlements (Habitat 1) was held in Vancouver, 
British Columba in 1976. This conference 
established the UN’s policy on private property 
rights and produced a document that became 
the blueprint for comprehensive land use 
planning. 

 

 The Preamble to the report declared that: 

 

 “Land…cannot be treated as an ordinary asset, 
controlled by individuals and subject to the 
pressures and inefficiencies of the market. 
Private land ownership is also a principle 
instrument of accumulation and concentration of 
wealth and therefore contributes to social 
injustice…Public control of land use is therefore 
indispensable.  
 



• The Rockefeller Brothers 

• The Rockefellers brothers, using their 
massive wealth, power and prestige to 
create what they call the “New World 
Order.”  Shown from (left to right) are 
David Rockefeller, Chairman of the Board 
of both Council on Foreign Relations and 
the Chase Manhattan Bank; Winthrop 
(now deceased); John D. an advocate of 
the people control; Nelson, in Politics; 
Than we have Laurance Rockefeller, he is 
very much involved in the environmental 
movement.  
 



• In 1992 world leaders gathered in Rio de Janero for 
the first ever Conference on Sustainability and the 
Environment. This meeting lead to three documents: 
the Rio Declaration on Environment and 
Development, the Statement of principles for the 
Sustainable Management of Forests; and Agenda 21. 
178 world leaders, including President George HW 
Bush, signed these documents.  

• Bush along with several of our Presidents were 
members of the Skull and Bones, Trilateral 
Commission,   Council on Foreign Relation, Free 
Mason.  

 

• One of Lenin’s goals were to control both major 
political parties in America, and that was 
accomplished nearly fifty years ago.  
 

http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126-1annex1.htm
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126-1annex1.htm
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126-3annex3.htm
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126-3annex3.htm


Bill Clinton’s Biodiversity Executive Order 12986 on June 29, 1993; 
which created the international Union for Conservation on Nature and 
Natural Resources  is one of the UN’s major interments in creating and 
implementing global environmental policy. Sustainable Development is a 
plan for global control  including the restriction of land use and resource 
extraction. The land use element calls for the implementation of two action 
plans designed to eliminate private property: the Wetlands Project for rural 
areas, and Smart Growth for urban areas. Upon implementation of these plans, 
all human action is subject to control. The black dots represent the population. 
The Red areas are restricted from public land use.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ICLEI is an international association of local 

   governments as well as national and regional        
local government organizations who have made a 

commitment to sustainable development. 
 

President Obama 

      On June 9, 2011 President Obama signed Executive 
Order 13575, which established the creation of the 
White House Council (WHC). The purpose of the WHC 
is to facilitate federal coordination and 
implementation of sustainable development at local 
community level. 

       More controls are put on local communities to accept 
Agenda 21 from the UN through ICLEI. 

       The UN now controls most of our National Parks and 
Monuments. 
 



• United Nations Population Control!  
 

      Why the increase in Cancer and other Diseases?  U.N. Depopulation. 

       When I was a young lad, I lived back in Minnesota in 1951.  One day I happened to over 
hear some friends of my parents talking about a young girl that was very sick. They were 
horrified, just sick about what was happening to her. She had lost so much weight that she 
was nothing but skin and bones.   

        She had come down with cancer, and at that time, the cancer rate was very low. So, what 
has happened over the years that has made the cancer rate excel to the point that, one 
out of every three people have some sort of cancer today, not to mention all the other 
diseases that people are coming down with.  

        Have we become so insensitive to the increase of all these diseases that we just take it at 
face value and not question as to why so many people around us are have these problems 
which is effecting our families and loved ones? 

        Are the American people and the people around the world being mislead from the 
Medical  Research centers when they tell the people that they are working to find a cure 
for these diseases, when in fact the truth is just the opposite?  

• A good example of this can be found in a well documented book, World Without Cancer, 
by G. Edward Griffin, Both of these Dr’s. gave a false report on the use of Vitamin B-17, 
(Laetrile). These same two Dr’s. MacDonnald and Garland made national headlines 
claiming there was no connection between cigarette smoking and lung cancer in 1964. 
MacDonald died of lung cancer and Garland died while smoking in bed when it caught 
on fire. 
 



• Hundreds, if not Billions of dollars are being made 
from people dying, it’s called, (Population Control.)!! 

• Under the plan, United Nations Agenda 21, the goal  
through population Control is to reduce the world 
population by some 70 to 80%. This is being 
accomplished through unnatural causes of death like,  

• “Birth control programs, Abortion, Sterilization 
through Vaccinations. (We must take a closer look at 
Vaccinations, what is in them and Why the push for 
people to receive so many in our life time. In the 50’s 
and 60’s, the average was about 3, today, the average 
is about 36 to 38.) Malnutrition in third world 
countries. Chlorine used in our drinking water that 
has a chemical called, THMS which is believed to 
cause (Cancer, Heart problems, Kidney and Liver 
problems & etc.), Fluoride is added to our drinking 
water, Aids, GMO’s in our foods. The removal of DDT 
from the market to stop Malaria, and a multitude of 
other diseases that are not being cured because, far 
to many people are making huge sums of much 
money off these illness.  All one has to do, is go to 
the web site and Google, UN Depopulation, 
Vaccinations Tainted and etc. 
 



• Research, Google. (Why the increase in 
Vaccinations from 1980 to 2010)?  

 

• Did you know before the 1900’s, violent reactions to 
peanuts were unheard of. Today over a million children 
in this country are allergic to peanuts.  

• But reactions to peanuts are not just another allergy.  

• Peanut allergy has suddenly emerged as the #1 
cause of death from food reactions.  

 

• Google,  Vaccinations Aluminum Diseases . 
 



• Educate Yourself Before You Vaccinate! 

• Catherine J. Frompovich 
Vactruth.com 
09/20/2010 

         She Stated,  I’ve been researching consumer health 
for over thirty-five years and I’ve found more in 
vaccines than I think Doctor Snyderman may want 
the public to know about or healthcare consumers 
have the right to know. 

• For example, cells from aborted human fetuses. I’m 
certain if most parents knew that about vaccines, 
they would have second thoughts about getting 
their kids vaccinated.  

• Muslim populations in Indonesia now are getting 
vaccine-phobia because they found out that the 
vaccines they’ve been injected with for the last ten 
years or so contain porcine/pig DNA, an item/food 
that is anathema to them and which they eliminate 
from their dietary because of religious beliefs. 

• According to Sound Choice Pharmaceutical 
Institute, these vaccines contain aborted human 
fetus cells: 
 



 

• Published in The London Times, May, 1987. 

 

• The UN was going to vaccinate some 74 million 
African children in 22 countries.  

• The program was stopped when some Muslims 
in a  populated area claimed that the vaccines 
were to depopulate the area. Laboratory tests 
revealed estrogen and other female sex 
hormones in the polio vaccine, proof  that  the 
vaccines were contaminated with substances 
that could cause sterilization.  
 



 

• Google;  Millions of women in third world countries 
were vaccinated that was sterile! 
 

 

         The Philippine High Court convicted WHO (The World Health Organization) 
of involuntarily sterilizing over 3 million Philippine women through the use 
of vaccines. (Fact)  

 
         The WHO in 1985 documented that one of its' primary goals for the use of a 

sterilization vaccine disguised as a smallpox vaccine was to "eliminate 150 
million excess Sub Saharan Africans". (Fact, 1985-ongoing)  

 
         President Obama announced to the public shortly after his inauguration 

that every man, woman and child should receive the Avian Flu vaccine. 
President Obama is on record saying that he believes that vaccinations 
should be mandatory. (Fact, 2009)   

 
 
        Many reports have surfaced over the years claiming that the World Health 

Organization is using Tetanus shots as a cover-up for forcibly sterilizing 
millions of young women in the Philippines, Mexico and other third world 
nations. 

 
        2 million women in third world countries were given (TETNUS) 

vaccinations,(Why not the men?) .  The vaccines were later found to have 
been tainted which caused sterialization. 



• Chlorine in our Drinking Water. 

        According to the U.S. Council of Environmental Quality, “Cancer 
risk among people drinking chlorinated water is as much as 
93% higher than among those whose water does not contain 
chlorine.” 

        There is a lot of well-founded concern about chlorine. When 
chlorine is added to our water, it combines with other natural 
compounds to form Trihalomethanes or (chlorination by 
products), or THMS.  These chlorine by –products trigger the 
production of free radicals in the body causing cell damage, and 
are highly carcinogenic. Chlorine is also suspected to contribute 
to hardening of the arteries, and other diseases.  

 

• Studies in the United States, Canada and Norway have 
linked chlorine byproducts in ordinary tap water to 
higher risks of miscarriages and stillbirths in pregnant 
women and increased incidences of bladder and colon 
cancer. Other disturbing news for indoor swimming pool 
patrons are studies that show much higher levels of these 
chemicals are found in swimmers because they breath in the 
fumes from the chemicals. And the highest levels are found in 
the most active swimmers. 

 

        Google, Chlorine THMS Miscarriage. And, Tap water linked to 
stillbirths, cancer, what about swimming Pools. 
 



• Fluoride used by the Nazis to sterilize inmates and 
make them docile. Fluoride is a key dumbing down 
ingredient of Prozac and Sarin nerve gas.  

•  The truth is, the American public needs to understand 
the fact sodium Fluoride is nothing more of less than a 
hazardous waste by-product of nuclear and aluminum 
industries.  In addition to being the primary ingredient 
in rat and cockroach poisons, as well as military NERVE 
GAS! Why, oh why then is it allowed to be added to the 
toothpastes and drinking water of the American 
people? 

• Google, Fluoride in Drinking Water. 
 



•  

Jaques Cousteau stood before the United Nations and, 
stated 
 
"In order to stabilize world population, it is necessary to 
eliminate 350,000 people a day. It is a horrible thing to say, 
but it's just as bad not to say it." 
- Oceanographer Jaques Cousteau 
Published in the Courier, a publication of  
the United Nations Educational, Scientific  
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 



• Those who are pushing for population 
Control, always focus on heavily populated 
areas to get their point across to the 
general public. By using this physiological 
approach, people react to the message, 
not thinking for themselves, and there- 
fore being duped into achieving the goals 
of a small group with evil intentions to 
achieve there  goals in reducing world 
population. 
 

http://www.safran-arts.com/art/photographs-new-york-crowded-street-48-53-12.jpg


• Population Control 

    What about the hundreds of millions of acres of Un-
used land.  

• If those who are promoting over population, were 
to use photos like this, they would (never) be able 
to achieve their goal in reducing population 
throughout the world. 

 

• Fifteen years ago, you could take all the people in 
the world, stand them up-right in the state of 
Oregon. An interesting thought, wouldn’t you say. 

 

     There is big money to be made in reducing the 
population. 
 



• Reducing the world population through vaccines 

• Bill Gates stated, “if we do a really great job on new 
vaccines… we could lower [world population] by 10 
or 15 percent?” 

 

• Perhaps that’s the whole point of it. Given that 
vaccines technology will help almost no one from a 
scientific point of view.  For what purpose are vaccines 
being so heavily pushed throughout the world in the 
first place?  

• What is the government not telling you? 
 

• Bill Gates Senior was a board member of Planned 
Parenthood. 



• China's "one-child" policy -- which features compulsory 
abortion, sterilization, and female infanticide -- has 
been generously underwritten by the UN Population 
Fund and the UN's World Bank, along with the 
International Planned Parenthood Federation, and 
tax-exempt foundations like the Ford and Rockefeller 
Foundations. In 1983, the United Nations Fund for 
Population Activities gave an award to Communist 
Chaina’s government for having “implemented 
population policies on a massive scale.” The Chicago 
Tribune reported that as a result of government 
policy: Thirty-eight percent of Chinese women of 
child-bearing age have been sterilized.“ 

       On April 21, 2010, the United Family International 
Organization reported that 10,000 women were 
sterilized in 20 days. 

        In the United States we’ve had some 53 million 
abortions since Roe vs. Wade. The Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) boast that it has “prevented” 
400 million births through its One-Child Policy, which 
was instituted in 1979. That’s more than the entire 
population of the United States! 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mao.jpg


• The United Nations 

• Wants Control of Your Child! 

 

• …Moto of the United Nations Children’s Fund 
(UNICEF) 

 

• “Every child is our child.” 
• To the leaders of the world government, 

parents are nothing more than a 
“Commodity”.  Human life has little or no 
value. 
 

http://www.getusout.org/education/index.htm


• From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

• Alexander King Scientist 

• Alexander King  Co-founder of the Club of Rome in 1968, and a 
pioneer of the sustainable development movement, also Chief 
Scientist. 

 

• Another far more effective method of reducing the world 
population was devised in the 1960s by a group of 
environmentalist and population-control adherents. They set out to 
block the use of DDT for mosquito and malaria control after it had 
been found that the insecticide was extremely effective in saving 
human lives. 

       King wrote “My own doubts came when DDT was 
introduced. In Guyana, within two years, it had almost 
eliminated malaria. So my chief quarrel with DDT, in 
hindsight, is that it has greatly added to the population 
problem.” 
 



            Common Core, a New Program That Will Destroy America’s 
Educational System Under United Nations Agenda 21! 

          

      

         Common Core Standards is another federal program in which the federal 
government will define the curricula and the academic standard for each subject 
taught in every school district that the states have signed on to this program. To 
date, 46 states have adopted Common Core Standards.  California passed a Bill 
in August of 2010, and will cost each state some $16 billion in new unfunded 
mandates. 

 

         Under the U.S. Constitution, the federal government has NO authority what-so-
ever over states education system, by doing so, it will remove all local control 
over public education. Common Core will also lower the SAT scores on Math.  

          

        Other names used for federal control over our public schools have 
been, Outcome Based Education, Back to Basic, Goals 2000, and etc. 

 

         Each of these  programs gains more control over our public schools, 
moving them closer under the control of the United Nations. 

 

        Sweden has gone down the slippery slope and now demands that 
parents turn over their children as young as 1 year old to state 
daycare, and forces private schools to teach state values. 

        

        A few years ago in Germany, government officials went into every 
private homes school and removed the children and put them in state 
sponsored schools.  
 



• According to 
Wallbuilders 

 

     SAT Scores, from  

• 1952 to 1962 the 
scale moves up and 
down slightly, about 
10 points. 

 

• From 1962 to 1986 
the SAT scores drop 
some 80% percent in 
just 24 years. 
 



• National Education Association (NEA) 

• John Dewey. 
• On June 30, 1906; The National Education Association (NEA) 

becomes a Federally Chartered corporation. House Resolution (H.R. 
10501 – Public No. 398). The NEA had been founded in 1857, but until 
1870 it was called the (National Teachers Association.) 

 

•  John Dewey was a socialist and had studied in Moscow, He urged 
that manual training, science, nature-study, art and similar subjects be 
given precedence over reading, writing and arithmetic (the traditional 
three R’s) in the primary curriculum. The problems raised by the 
exercise of the child’s motor powers in constructive work would lead 
naturally, he said, into learning the more abstract, intellectual 
branches of knowledge. 

 
 



• America’s Goals 2000, moving the 
Nation Educationally to a “New World 
Order.” 

• Goals 2,000 is a plan to Radically 
Restructure American Society to enable 
behavioral psychologist to work from 
the top down, gradually changing our 
classrooms into psychology labs 
promoting the planetary 
citizenship/one-world government 
concept, prepare our children for a 
socialist new world government. 
 



• The deliberate dumbing down of america 

        This book is well documented showing the total 
departure from the traditional definition of 
education being used by Pavlovian/Skinnerian 
methodology. 

• Every person should study the systematic 
Destruction of American Education, an important 
book available regarding the method used to 
change children’s behavior/values and to “dumb 
down “an entire society.” 

       Every parent and teacher should have this book 
in their library. 

 

        

        
 



 

    Public School System 

        I receiver this history book from a 5th grade 
teacher in the Sacramento area in 2010. 

 

        As I thumbed through the pages I couldn’t 
help notice that there were no Christian or 
Patriot Organizations mentioned.  But 
their were about six or seven organizations 
that were socialist or marxist 
organizations, and that the United Nations 
was a peace organization.  

 

        What they failed to mention, was who 
drew up the UN Charter. He was Alger Hiss 
a Soviet Spy, a member of the CFR, and 
the first 14 Secretary Generals of the UN 
were all communist. Not to mention, the 
UN has created over 143 wars.   
 



• Quotes On Education, Stalin, Lenin, and Marx. 

 

• Education is a weapon whose effects depend on who 
holds it in his hands and at whom it is aimed. 
Joseph Stalin  

•  
Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I 
have sown will never be uprooted. Vladimir Lenin 

•  
Give us the child for 8 years and it will be a Bolshevik 
forever. Vladimir Lenin 

• Democracy is indispensable to socialism. Vladimir Lenin 

•  
Karl Marx quotes: The education of all children, from 
the moment that they can get along without a mother's 
care, shall be in state institutions at state expense. 

 

• One of the most important decisions you'll ever 
make is who will educate your children. 

• Education is not just learning to read but learning what 
to think about what you read and how to choose 
worthwhile reading material. It's about learning to 
discern truth and falsehood in what you read. 

• Education is not just learning the facts of science but 
learning why they matter and how to apply them 
ethically. 
 

http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/karl_marx_quote_5798
http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/karl_marx_quote_5798
http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/karl_marx_quote_5798
http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/karl_marx_quote_5798
http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quote/karl_marx_quote_5798
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• United Nations and a False 

Religion: 
• Tower of Babel 2247 B.C. 

• This famous painting of the Tower Of Babel by 

• 16th century Flemish artist Bruegel depicts the well-known 

event described in the book of Genesis 11:9. 

 

      In the days of Babel, man’s hearts grew evil, and his ways 

were wicked. They did not worship the true God, but the 

things of man. So God destroyed this one world 

government, by confusing their language, and they 

scattered to all parts of the earth. 

• Nimrod Rebelled against God and built the Tower of Babel 

to go into the heavens. 

 

 

• Throughout history, their has been several attempts to 

build a world government, but none so devious, and so 

evil as the  Illumanuti formed in 1776. 
 



       The council of Europe’s decision to 
employ the Tower of Babel in this 
(poster) symbolizing their efforts to 
build the European super state is a 
telling choice. It would appear to be 
an open statement of defiance to God, 
particularly considering that the stars 
have been intentionally inverted to 
form the occult pentagrams. These 
posters are all over in Europe. 

 

      Google. Tower of Babel Pentagram  



• EU Building in Strasbourg 

• Flemish Artist Brugel – Tower of Babel and the new EU 
Building 

• The logic behind this symbolism is the EU says it is seeking 
to “build up the house of Europe.” 

• Here is the scary part. A reporter  was questioning, “Why 
the Tower of Babel” as a design concept for the EU. The  
answer was astounding by a EU official. He said, ”What 
they failed to complete 3000 years ago – we in Europe 
will finish now!”  

• Here is the staggering proof of this New World Order in its 
formative, yet rapidly advancing stages.  

•   

• Google. Tower of Babel and the EU Building 
 



• Harry F. Ward 1873 – 1966 

      In hearings of the House Committee on Un-
American Activities in 1953, several former 
Communist Party officials testified under oath as 
to what they knew about Ward. Manning 
Johnson, in the course of his remarks, said: “Dr. 
Harry F. Ward, for many years , has been the 
chief architect for the Communist infiltration and 
subversion in the religious field…. He was a 
member  of the Communist Party while I was a 
member….I would say that he is the red Dean of 
the Communist Party in the religious field.” He 
was the first chairman on the board for the ACLU. 

     World Council of Churches, founded in 1938, by 
Harry Ward, used as a communist front.  

• As of March 2012, it represents some 590 million 
people, and has some 493,000 Ministers, and 
Priest. 

• It is a movement working towards a “one world 
religion.” under the guise of “New Age.” 
worshiping mother earth. 

• One could say that the World Council of 
Churches is a Communist front in the US, by 
excepting the social gospel.  

• Google. Rev. Harry f. Ward 
 

http://www.bibliovault.org/thumbs/978-0-8173-1246-6-frontcover.jpg


• Mikhail Gorbachev 1931 -  

 

• Quote, “I am a Communist, a 

convinced Communist !  For 

some that may be a fantasy. 

But for me it is my main goal.” 

 

• Since 1995, Mikhail 

Gorbachev and Maurice 

Strong have co-chaired a 

global process with the 

purpose of implementing the 

Earth Charter on a global 

scale and ushering in the one 

world religion. 

 

• Google. Did the Rothschild’s 
start Communism 
 



• United Nations Meditation Room 

 

• 1953, the Reece Committee: 

 

• Removing Lucifer from many of the Revised Bibles in the 
book of Isaiah 14:12. 

 

• One cannot build a world government without a one world 
religion, Why, because you need the masses to support the 
world government.  

 

 

• Mikhail Gorbachev, Maurce Strong, and Steve Rockefeller 
founder the earths Charter. The plans include a globalization 
effort that would eliminate state sovereignty, and place the 
world’s people and resources under the direct control of the 
United Nations – the same organization that seeks wisdom 
from spirit guides through new age meditation. It is important 
for Christians to be aware of these (subtle) changes in our 
policies and government. 

 

       

       David Rockefeller stated, “After 500 years, we are truly in a 
position to have a One World Government.” 

       The alter that is placed in the center of the room, weighs six 
tons. The structure of the UN building had to be reinforced to 
hold the alter. The inscriptions on the wall is Occult signs.  

       Google. UN Meditation Room/ Lucifer 

 
 



• Moses Ark of the Covenant 
       The Ark of the Covenant was the testimony of God and was  originally 

constructed by Moses at God’s command (Exodus 20:2 – 17), in which 
were kept the two tables of stone, that were engraved the Ten 
Commandments and other artifacts.  

  

 
 



• United Nations “Ark of Hope.” 

• Co-founder Mikhail Gorbachev,2000. 

• Gorbachev stated, we all want to “protect and restore the 

integrity of Earth’s ecological systems.” However, a closer look 

at the Earth Charter initiative reveals the underlying principle of 

atheistic and secular humanism, neo-pagan, secularism and 

other forms of oppressive  satanism.  

 

•     Gorbachev is quoted as saying, “Do not unto the environment 

of others what you do not want  done to your own 

environment… My hope is that this Charter will be a kind of Ten 

Commandments, a ‘Sermon on the Mount’,  that provides a 

guide for human behavior toward the environment in the next 

century.”    

•  Gorbachev declared his creed: "Cosmos is my god; nature is 

my god."  In Maurice Strong's words, “The real goal of the Earth 

Charter is that it will in fact become like the Ten 

Commandments.“ for the environmental movement.  

 

• This ark of hope has the UN Charter placed in it. 

• Satan is the Counterfeit of God. 
 



• Chrislim, a new movement.  

• On June 26th, 2011, the National 

Cathedral in Washington D.C. 

and approximately 50 other 

churches in 26 U.S. state’s 

publicly  read from the Quran 

during their Sunday worship 

service. 

• Rick warren has been a guest 

speaker at several events, and is 

a member of the Council on 

Foreign Relations, (CFR), a 

globalist organization. And his 

church also belongs to the World 

Council of Churches. 

      Several ministers of mega 

churches are involved in the new 

age movement working towards 

a, “New World Religion.” To 

worship Gaia mother earth. 
 

http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/chrislam-in-america.jpg


The King James Bible should 
be your main source of 
information.   

 

Google. The danger of 

the Revised Bibles. 

Google, What’s wrong 
with the NIV Bible 

Example of what has 
been removed from 
the Bibles. 

The Virgin birth from 
Isaiah 7:14. 

I John 5:7, For there are 
three that bear 
record in heaven, the 
Father, the Word and 
the Holy Ghost: these 
three are one. 

I John 4:3. Christ is come 
in the flesh… 
 



• Revelations 22:18, 19. it is written. Christ 

forewarns those who make any changes by 

adding or take away any part of the scriptures, 

that person will be punished.. KJV. 

 

     All editions of the NIV & NASB are not the 

same. For example, the NASB, which has 

been revised six times, has 24,338 

changes and 6,966 new omissions 

between its 1994 and 1995 printings 

alone. For more information. 

      www.avpublications.com  
 

http://www.avpublications.com/
http://www.avpublications.com/


The New World Religion and 

the Ten Commandments! 
Teaching god’s children to worship 

nature: Children sing beneath a 

huge globe at the welcoming 

ceremony of the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development (Earth 

Summit II) in September 2002 in 

Johannesburg. Following in the 

footsteps of the UN’s 1992 Earth 

Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Earth 

Summit II was given New Age 

rhetoric and occultic image. The 

Earth Charter presented to the 

world as the “new Ten 

Commandments” is the basis for 

the UN’s neo-pagan, spirituality. 

 
The New American Magazine 



• Valley Forge  

 

• Did you know that some 1,200 men 
at Valley Forge gave their lives for 
the freedom we have today, and 
didn’t even fire one shot. 

 

• They died from being frozen to 
death in the cold winter, because 
they didn’t have enough blankets 
and clothing to keep them selves 
warm, many didn’t have shoes let 
alone stockings to keep their feet 
warm in the snow.    

 

• That’s the price they paid for the 
freedom we enjoy today. 

 

• Many today have taken our 
freedom for granted; Freedom is 
not free. 

• Nathan Hale said, “I only regret that 
I have but one life to lose for my 
country.” 
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The God Head:   using the King James Version. Check your 
Bible to see if they match.  

Example. Google, What’s wrong with the NIV Bible, and 19 
pages will tell you what is wrong with the NIV Bible.  

Genesis 1:26, And God said, Let us make man in our image, 
after our own likeness:  

John 10:30. I and my Father are one.   
John 10:38.      14:10.        17:11,22 
The Trinity: 
1 John 4:7. For there are three that bear record in heaven, the 

Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three are 
one. 

Mt.28:19, Jn. 14:26;  15:26;  2 Co. 13:14; 1 Pet. 1:2. 
Jesus Christ  The Son of God. 
Mathew  16:16. And Simon Peter answered and said. Thou art 

the  Christ , the Son of the living God. 
Acts 8:38. And Philip said, ….I believe that Jesus Christ is the 

Son of God. 
No other Religion has ever been persecuted more than the  

Christians, followers of Jesus Christ. 
Christ said, when you pray, pray in My name… 
My Jesus is not hanging on the cross, or buried in a grave. He 

was raised from the dead, as promised.   
The bones of Muhammad are in Medina, the bones of 

Confucius are in Shantung, the cremated bones of Buda 
are in Nepal, but in Jerusalem there is an empty tomb cut 
into the rock! This is the tomb of Jesus. Yes, it is empty!!  

For He has risen to sit on the right hand of God the Father!  
 


